
This presentation was made at the European Training Foundation (ETF) conference 

on Moving Skills Forward.   It was part of the Torino Process through which ETF and 

partner companies and organisations build the evidence base for developing policy, 

institutions and implementation of skills based education and training. 

See http://www.etf.europa.eu/web.nsf/pages/TRP_2012_cross_country

The ETF is an EU Agency with a mission to help transition and developing countries 

harness the potential of their human capital through the reform of education, 

training and labour market systems in the context of the EU's external relations 

policy.

Sara Parkin is a Founder Director of Forum for the Future 

www.forumforthefuture.org, a sustainable development non profit organisation.  

She sits on the ETF Board as an expert nominated by the European Parliament. 

*****

The orange square over the picture of the Earth, represents the proportion of the 

biological product of the natural world that the human economy ‘takes’ each year 

– currently estimated to be over 50%.   The evidence that this is too much is 

manifest in many ways at local and global level, not least the disturbance of the 

systems that control the climate.    At the root of the problem is the human 

dependence on an economic model based on more people, consuming more stuff.  

This presentation examines the capacity of the Vocational and Educational Training 

system to respond to the challenges presented by unsustainable development.
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The two quotations at the foot of the page are from UN Secretary Generals at two 

Earth Summits (UN Conferences on Sustainable Development) held one decade 

apart.   

They both identified implementation as the challenge.  We know what to do (about 

persistent unsustainable behaviour, but we don’t do it.  If VET is about anything it is 

about implementation!!  Being practical and doing things right and well.
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This is how the world of skills looks today!

1. Starting from the top square, conventional economic growth sets the national 

and international policy framework for the skills sector. It uses long-standing 

economic sector classifications for this.

2. The second square (over the tail of the fish) is where governments, sometimes 

working with employers, try to forecast (predict) future skills needs. It also uses 

long-standing job classifications. 

3. The bottom square is the multiple analyses of the labour market are done –

trying to match supply with demand.

4. the red lettered square represents the trap in which the world of skills finds itself 

today.  In a rigid system that looks backwards more than forwards. 

This is the system defines the policy, skills, institutions and qualifications that it 

thinks the labour market needs in order to contribute the top square of economic 

growth. 
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But is this system fit for purpose?   It is under severe pressure:

1.  Systemic challenges

• Environmental evidence that current patterns of economic growth are impossible for 

much longer

• A world in which global debt ($190 trillion) is 3 times global annual GDP ($ 67 trillion)

• Deglobalisation is underway as countries try to reduce vulnerabilities of 

interdependence 

• Social injustice (growing inequalities between in in country); unrest/conflict

• Technological complexity as interconnections increase and become more energy 

hungry

2. Selective Trends

• Forecasts tend to be projections from current government/employer expressed needs.  

Ignoring past failure of forecasts: e.g. IT and low-carbon

• Sectors and job types old fashioned classifications, hide new areas (e.g. conservation, 

psychology

• Policy clashes: e.g. older people healthier if active mentally and physically: better 

working

3. Changing culture

• Increasing mismatch of supply and demand due to rapid changes, youth and age 

‘bulges’, need to include women, disabled too

• Forgetting that fast moving tech skills only possible on broad range of basic skills

4. Narrow job focus

• RESULT of above:  graduates with inflexible and narrow skills, behind needs of 

innovation so struggle to contribute to economic growth today, never mind tomorrow
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WHAT TOMORROW SHOULD LOOK LIKE:  A SOFTER- MOUTHED FRAMEWORK!

1. Resilience is goal of economic policy; meaning an economic system able to 

withstand shocks.  One that recognises the dependence of economic resilience 

on equally resilient and interconnected environmental and social systems.  

2. Instead of Forecasts, Scenarios look at POSSIBLE FUTURES in an uncertain and 

complex world, recognising that the future is not a linear extrapolation of 

today, but dynamic and adaptive

3. The labour market analyses are replaced by a focus on livelihoods (as in 

developing country policy very often).  Jobs are not seen as the end goal, but as 

a means to securing the well-being of people.   Without losing a practical focus, 

cognisance is taken of evidence of what people think of most important ( see 

life-satisfaction studies, happiness literature).  This can be summarised as: 

feeling good about themselves (self-esteem); enjoying good relationships 

(personal and social); and liking the place where they live (home, community, 

region, country)

4. This framework produces an approach to skills and human capital development 

that has the whole person, rather than a job, as a focus.  Personal skills, broad 

sets of knowledge and skills that are iterative; how to secure a livelihood under 

a range of circumstances: LIFEVET!
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Thus the world of skills tomorrow can engage in a positive (virtuous) circle. 

1. Aiming for economic resilience means growing natural, human and economic capital 

together.

2. Using scenarios to inject imagination into how the future might be (possible futures) 

untethers assumptions and embraces uncertainty.  Policy relationships are given high 

attention to ensure they are mutually reinforcing rather than destructively 

contradictory.  The design of classifications has the ends of the system in mind, rather 

than the means.  Current classifications of sectors and jobs HIDES what is going on.

3. With securing livelihoods (through work) as the focus of matching supply of skills to 

demands of the economy, creates a purposeful reason for work (more directly 

connected to family and community well being.  Having a job that is not enjoyable in 

order to earn cash is soul destroying.  This approach also allows new patterns of work 

(sabbaticals for lifelong learning, child rearing, family care; late entry and late leaving of 

workforce, part time working, job sharing etc.)  Have we got it the wrong way round: 

shouldn’t we be trying to lead comfortable and happy lives with as little work as 

possible?    Moreover, innovation in sharing joys and pains of work bring forward 

innovation in governance: of scarce resources, social benefit.

4. Thus the person engaging in the skills (LIFEVET) system is developed to the maximum of 

their capability, has good lifelong learning habits, is good at participation and 

interpersonal relationships, and is able to take responsibility for the common good 

(economic resilience) as well as their own destiny
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BUT HOW CAN POLICY MAKERS DECIDE TODAY FOR AN UNCERTAIN TOMORROW?

The world of skills tomorrow is a big headache for policy makers today.  How to 

‘future proof’ today’s decisions, when change is happening so fast?

How to decide what investment in what skills?  Where? When. 

Should we look backwards or forwards to set our priorities today?  What are the 

chances of a return to the world of pre-2008, and its assumptions?   

And what are the chances that that new priorities will be needed – ones that 

recognise the systemic nature of the problems we face, and just how unpredictable 

the future is likely to be?

50:50?   

… OR …
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… OR … is this more likely?   

Even if there was a 25% chance of a return to economics and politics of before 

2008 (and personally I think the chance to be nearer zero), what about the 

increasingly worse statistics about a degrading environment, and the impact this is 

having already on people and places.  And for how long will inequality of income 

and all sorts of opportunity be tolerated – within as well as between countries?

And is a world of skills based on priorities that address future challenges –

including unpredictability – that scary?
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Look a bit more closely:

� In restoring and protecting the natural world, and in making resource productivity a top 

priority there is endless opportunities for innovation.

� The real ‘bottom line’ for any economy is nature, plus human muscles and minds.  

Everything else is created by us – economic and governance systems, buildings, bicycles.   

There are almost infinite ways of building human and social capital that do not require a 

lot of physical resources (low carbon), and all can be considered as adding to human well-

being.  A world of more plays, poetry, music, better relationships, REAL learning 

throughout life (Albert Einstein: “The day you stop learning is the day you stop living”) 

sounds good.  As does better governance, leadership in which people want to participate, 

plus general culture of creativity and enterprise.  

� The above, and ecologically thoughtful refurbishment of the built environment (rural as 

well as urban) would bring a multitude of jobs and opportunities for self-employment.

� Already, financial innovation is thriving (as historically it often does in times of great 

economic difficulty): local currencies, peer-to-peer lending, social bonds, credit unions, 

cooperatives, microfinance, circular loans (repaid through energy costs saving for 

example)

Much of this is already happening.  Fair traded goods, for example, enjoyed a $ 6.5 million 

market in 2011, rising at 27% per year.  And worldwide, the socially responsible investment 

market rose to $14 trillion, $8 trillion in Europe. 

There is plenty of money looking for ethical places to go? Has your country got the policies 

and skills profile to join in? 
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The Torino Process is the ideal opportunity to explore what your country could – and should 

– do to ‘future proof’ its learning and skills policy, institutions and delivery mechanisms.   As 

it is the whole system that needs an overhaul, then these are key intervention points that 

the ETF has identified, in partnership with you (INFORM June 2012)

� Scenarios exploring possible futures (delinking thinking from the past) should start with 

resource productivity, natural capital building, and human well-being. All the rest: 

technology, jobs and investment will follow.

� Some scientific knowledge about the environment is important, for example, basic 

understanding about ecological systems and how surprisingly close our human biology is 

to that of other living organisms (we are all made of the same stuff!). And, vitally, the 

physics of how energy and materials are used in an economy.  That is where the big 

pollution comes from, including greenhouse gases.  (Many country waste and recycling 

strategies operate in defiance of the laws of physics.)  But mostly it is about people, what 

they do and how, so psychology and sociology are important.  Plus practical experience 

of ways of working with people that bring results.

� Sustainability competancies need to be integrated into everything, and not treated as an 

add on module.  So builders, hairdressers, cooks, managers, everybody, does their work 

in a way that contributes to sustainability. 

� Using schools as a focus for local expertise is good for learners – and can be catalytic for 

change in the community – including local politicians.  Much is new practice, so a place 

for evaluating trials and pilots will build evidence for future improvement.  

� A few indicators are a good idea, but to avoid perverse consequences should favour 

outcomes over processes and be designed to stimulate innovation (which may or may 

not work) rather than dampen it.
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Here are some resources to help.  None are prescriptive, all will prompt ideas, 

and/or suggest good tools. 

Start with the ETF resources.

For more on how scenarios can work – and some simple guidance to designing and 

using them – see the Forum for the Future website. 

Above all, experiment, evaluate, reflect, learn and improve – continually.  That is 

the spirit of implementing sustainability, which also lies at the heart of the Torino 

Process. 

Thank you for listening.

Please feel free to use any of this presentation, but please also reference Sara 

Parkin and/or Forum for the Future.
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